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The main result of this paper is that if F" is in (J {Lv:p>\} for all x and y then T has spectral radius less than one.
The operators considered here form a special case of the class of polynomial^ bounded operators. An operator T is polynomially bounded if ||^(D|| <Ksup{|^(e*)l} for every polynomial Sfi, where K is a constant independent of 0*. It has been observed [2] that this condition is equivalent to the existence of complex measures pxy such that (T<,x,y) = \e-i»°dp.xyie).
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These measures provide a natural method of classifying special types of polynomially bounded operators. For example, call the operator T of "positive type" if pxx can be chosen to be a positive measure. It is not difficult to show that this implies that T is a contraction.
At this time it should be pointed out that the measure pxy is not unique; indeed, we know only half its Fourier coefficients. However, it follows from the F. and M. Riesz Theorem that the singular part of p.xy is unique. Call a polynomially bounded operator absolutely continuous if, for every x and y, the singular part of p,xy vanishes. It would appear that this concept could be refined further by consideration of absolutely continuous operators such that the Radon-Nikodym derivative of pxy is in Lp. We shall show that there is in fact no distinction between these classes when p>\. for all x and y; then there is a constant C such that \\F,X â C(|M|* + \\y\\2r2.
Proof. The map F from H@H* to HP defined by Fix,y)=Fxy is linear and defined on all of a Banach space so it is sufficient to show that F has a closed graph in order to conclude that F is bounded, which is what the lemma requires. Thus if we assume that xk-*x, yk->-y, in Hubert space, and Fixk, yk)-*f in HP we need to show that^F^. Since both functions /and Fxv are in Hv it is enough to show that their positive Fourier coefficients are equal :
-f ¡e-ineFxviB) dB = (Tnx, y) = lim (T"xk, yk) 2tt J k = lim ± ¡e-in°F(xk, yk)iB) dB = ± f e~inefiB) dB.
¿TT J 2ir J Lemma 2. Let X be a Banach space and A a bounded linear transformation of X into Lx. If AiX) is contained in (J {L":/?> 1}, then A(X) is contained in some Lp, /?> 1.
Proof.
The referee has pointed out that this result is a corollary of a theorem 
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Let 0* be a polynomial and x and y be unit vectors; then (3?(T)x, y) = ±-i*" 0ie-ie)Fxyid) dB. This theorem is an extension of a result of M. Schreiber [4] for contractions where the functions Fxv are shown to exist by means of dilation theory. In addition Schreiber essentially takes the conclusions of Lemmas 1 and 2 as hypotheses. The converse of the theorem is also true, as may be seen by using a modification of Schreiber's proof of the converse. In fact this shows that the Fxy may be chosen to be bounded. An alternate proof of the converse can be obtained from Schreiber's result for contractions and Rota's theorem [3] that operators of spectral radius less than one are similar to contractions.
It is clear that the properties that have been considered here, such as polynomially boundedness, absolute continuity, etc., are similarity invariants. It is still an open question if every polynomially bounded operator is similar to a contraction. 
